UABA selects official logo

RUTHERFORD, N.J. — After more than a year of deliberations, the board of governors of the Ukrainian American Bar Association (UABA) has finally adopted an official logo for the association. The winning design was conceived by celebrated Ukrainian illustrator Orest “Gogo” Slupchynskyj.

The new logo was selected from among scores of entries, submitted by both professional and amateur artists. "We were very fortunate to obtain the services of as talented and versatile an artist as 'Gogo' Slupchynskyj for this important task," commented UABA President Myroslaw Smorodsky.

The UABA was able to engage "Gogo" through the efforts of Law Student Section Governor Adriana Choma, the artist's niece.

The newly adopted logo, consisting of the stylized acronym of the association name set off by a modernistic rendering of the scales of justice, has already been incorporated into the cover design of the UABA Constitution and By Laws publication, now in its second printing.

The artist is also at work adapting the new logo to the UABA letterhead stationery and designing the long-awaited membership certificates.

Atty. Smorodsky once again reminded those Ukrainian American attorneys who have not yet joined the association to direct inquiries and correspondence to him personally, in care of Smith, Ely, Bruinooge, Smorodsky, Sheridan and Sullivan, 17 Ames Ave., Rutherford, N.J., 07070 or to call him at (201) 939-0694.